
Visuals and Media

We have marked resources that require less bandwidth to download with the  tag.LOW BAND

Visuals 

Webb's First Images Gallery 
LOW BAND

Webb's  Poster Series LOW BAND

Zoomable Image: Webb's First Deep Field 

Zoomable Image: "Cosmic Cliffs" in Carina 

Zoomable Image: Stephan's Quintet

Zoomable Image: Southern Ring Nebula 

Flickr - Webb Telescope Albums 

Scientific Visualization Studio - Webb 
Videos/Animations

AstroPix - library of publicly available 
astronomy images. LOW BAND

Printable Materials 

First images: Souther Ring Nebula  Poster
LOW BAND

First Images: Cosmic Cliffs  Poster
LOW BAND

First Images: Exoplanet WASP-96 b Poster 
LOW BAND

First Images: Stephan's Quintet  Poster
LOW BAND

First Images: Webb's First Deep Field Poste
r  LOW BAND

James Webb Space Telescope Posters and 
 Lithographs LOW BAND

James Webb - print and interact 3D Model 
with this 3D model to explore all the 
different parts of this remarkable telescope. 

James Webb 3D Model Print of the Mirror

 Media

Use the Science Writer's Guide from 
Webbtelescope to assist media personnel, 
writers, and educators in their efforts to 
understand the telescope, and in turn, 
educate others about the mission. 

Launch Media Kit

See the James Webb Space Telescope 
Launch Highlight video for a behind the 
scenes look at how the people behind 
Webb successfully launched the telescope 
on Christmas Day 2021. 

All About Webb Youtube  Video Series 
LOW BAND

James Webb Space Telescope  YouTube
Channel LOW BAND

WebbTelescope Video Resources

Scientific Visualization Studio - Webb 
Videos/Animations

Webb's  Orbit LOW BAND

How are the Hubble Space Telescope and 
James Webb Space Telescope different, 
and how do they complement each other? 
Learn more in this short, animated video, Hu
bble and Webb: Friends in the Sky. 

LOW BAND

Reading the Rainbow Video Series

How do Space Telescopes Break Down 
Light?

 Infographics 

Webb's Diffraction Spikes  - tInfographic his 
illustration demonstrates the science behind 
Webb’s diffraction spike patterns, showing 
how diffraction spikes happen, the influence 
of the primary mirror and struts, and the 
contributions of each to Webb’s diffraction 
spikes. LOW BAND

Choose Your Path: Destiny of Dust Infograp
 - ahic  tiny dust grain has many potential 

paths—and destinies—in the universe. 
Which would you choose? Where could it 
lead you? Explore some of the possibilities 
and consequences with this infographic, 
and discover important roles that dust can 
play.

Unknown Era: The First Galaxies Infographic
 -  Webb will push the boundaries of what is 
observable in the universe farther back in 
time and space, detecting light emitted by 
the earliest galaxies more than 13 billion 
years ago. LOW BAND

Dissecting Supermassive Black Holes Infogr
 - waphic alk through the full process to 

learn how supermassive black holes 
convert fuel to produce bipolar jets, 
discover when star formation starts and 
stops, and examine a diagram of the 
processes at work.  LOW BAND

Recipe for Planet Formation  - tInfographic hi
s infographic is a simplified artistic 
representation of planet formation, following 
the format of a baking recipe. 

LOW BAND

Cosmic Reionization  - more Infographic
than 13 billion years ago, during the Era of 
Reionization, the universe was a very 
different place. What allowed the universe 
to become completely ionized, or 
transparent, eventually leading to the “clear” 
conditions detected in much of the universe 
today.  LOW BAND

https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/gallery
https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/resources#section-de14ce34-7478-473a-a166-3484b5213bf8
https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/gallery/zoomable-image-deep-field-smacs-0723
https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/gallery/zoomable-image-carina-nebula
https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/gallery/zoomable-image-stephans-quintet
https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images/gallery/zoomable-image-southern-ring-nebula
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fnasawebbtelescope%2Falbums%2F&data=04%7C01%7Canita.dey%40nasa.gov%7C8d4aaed2d45d441a9a6808d9e10fab7b%7C7005d45845be48ae8140d43da96dd17b%7C0%7C0%7C637788279675679070%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=uENBmYqG9F5m0HvVDa78GlS32FIqKp76nLoD4nDoyFU%3D&reserved=0
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/Gallery/JWST.html
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/Gallery/JWST.html
https://astropix.ipac.caltech.edu
https://universe-of-learning.org/resources/projects/informal-learning-network
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DXPK68YV4FWW9WE18K4SPK
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DXG7T5GD1D8F7JG757J14Y
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DVWB3W12VJKDWMWD8GSTP8
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DW8WQDPVRN49TMA4XCPVR8
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DWCZHRW9MQ50Z03ENY0CKE
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/products/01G7DWCZHRW9MQ50Z03ENY0CKE
https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/content/features/educational/print.html
https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/content/features/educational/print.html
https://nasa3d.arc.nasa.gov/detail/jwst
https://nasa3d.arc.nasa.gov/detail/webb-space-telescope
https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide
https://www.webb.nasa.gov/content/webbLaunch/assets/documents/WebbMediaKit.pdf
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2021/068/01FRV8GH9C7ZJP2FAAJEEMQCPZ?page=1&filterUUID=e273820a-7d43-4578-8fcb-2ee59b93555b
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2021/068/01FRV8GH9C7ZJP2FAAJEEMQCPZ?page=1&filterUUID=e273820a-7d43-4578-8fcb-2ee59b93555b
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcy1hEnsejK0H3AQAsIjMvmT8nH6IBgDE
https://universe-of-learning.org/resources/projects/informal-learning-network
https://www.youtube.com/c/NASAWebbTelescope
https://universe-of-learning.org/resources/projects/informal-learning-network
https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/videos
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/Gallery/JWST.html
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/Gallery/JWST.html
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F51C6VAPFHS6ZK5R29G2NDVG
https://universe-of-learning.org/resources/projects/informal-learning-network
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/1279-Video?page=3&filterUUID=e273820a-7d43-4578-8fcb-2ee59b93555b
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/1279-Video?page=3&filterUUID=e273820a-7d43-4578-8fcb-2ee59b93555b
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/1279-Video?page=2&filterUUID=21409408-9414-41eb-a027-a6b3abfe7af5
https://universe-of-learning.org/resources/projects/informal-learning-network
https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/videos?Tag=Spectroscopy
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2018/37/1181-Video?page=4&filterUUID=21409408-9414-41eb-a027-a6b3abfe7af5
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2018/37/1181-Video?page=4&filterUUID=21409408-9414-41eb-a027-a6b3abfe7af5
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01G529MX46J7AFK61GAMSHKSSN
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01FEGX8A3Z6QCZW7RCD1EZ6F96
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01FEGX8A3Z6QCZW7RCD1EZ6F96
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01F3QS47EB0PCE3J7YQHNS3RH7
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01F3QS47EB0PCE3J7YQHNS3RH7
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2021/015/01EZ5F0BYEP19BGPCZ7BMMCDGT
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2021/015/01EZ5F0BYEP19BGPCZ7BMMCDGT
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2020/60/4791-Image
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2020/37/4697-Image


Want to check out some of the thousands of 
exoplanets that NASA's astrophysics 
missions have discovered from the comfort 
of your own home? Check out the Exoplanet

for different ways to explore Travel Bureau 
features of different exoplanets.

Women in STEM  - Poster Series view and 
download inspiring, beautiful posters and a 
mini zine celebrating some of the women 
who have made significant contributions to 
science, technology, engineering, and 
math, from Hypatia in fourth century 
Alexandria to Cady Coleman on the 
International Space Station.

Webb's Microshutters  - the Infographic
telescope’s Near Infrared Spectrograph 
(NIRSpec) has a microshutter array that 
can capture hundreds of colorful spectra at 
the same time. Discover how it will help 
transform our understanding of many 
distant stars and galaxies simultaneously. 

LOW BAND

Moons: Active Worlds dInfographic -  iscover 
the makeup of four active Solar System 
moons, worlds unto themselves with 
unique, dynamic environments. 

What is Cosmological Redshift  - Infographic
the universe is expanding, and that 
expansion stretches light traveling through 
space in a phenomenon known as 
cosmological redshift. The greater the 
redshift, the greater the distance the light 
has traveled. As a result, telescopes with 
infrared detectors are needed to see light 
from the first, most distant galaxies. 

LOW BAND

Massive Stars: Engines of Creation Infograp
 - this illustration demonstrates how a hic

massive star (at least 8 times bigger than 
our sun) fuses heavier and heavier 
elements until exploding as a supernova 
and spreading those elements throughout 
space.  LOW BAND

Resource Pages 

Return to Main Page      Hands On & Digital Activities  Hosting an Event 

Panel Discussion Recordings     Reaching New & Underserved Audiences  Websites & Social Media

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/alien-worlds/exoplanet-travel-bureau/
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/alien-worlds/exoplanet-travel-bureau/
https://chandra.si.edu/women/index.html#resources
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4673-Image
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2019/34/4543-Image
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2019/20/4378-Image
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2019/13/4359-Image
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2019/13/4359-Image
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/WSTCE/DRAFT+New+Resources+Overview
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/WSTCE/Hands-On+and+Digital+Activities
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/WSTCE/Hosting+an+Event
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/display/WSTCE/Panel+Discussion+Recordings
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=161615458
https://outerspace.stsci.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=165187301
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